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If a person has signs and symptoms that may be caused by pancreatic cancer, certain examinations and tests will be done to find the cause. If cancer is found, further tests will be done to help determine the extent (stage) of cancer. Mother History © Tip and physical examination Your mother © I'm going to ask about your mother's story. © Tip to
learn more about your symptoms. The mother © dic can also © ask about possible risk factors, including smoking and their family history. Your mother © I'll go with you. © to examine it for signs o f pancreatic cancer or other health problems. Pancreatic cancers can sometimes cause swelling of the animal or the bile bladder, which the mother © You

will feel it during the exam. Your skin and the whites of your eyes too © they will be checked for jaundice (yellowing). If the test results are abnormal, your mother © will probably order tests to help find the problem. Might as well © to be referred to a gastroenterologist (a mother © (iii) treating digestive system disorders) for further tests and
treatments. Imaging tests Imaging tests use X-rays, magnetic fields © sound waves, or radioactive substances to create images of the interior of your body. Image tests can be done for various reasons, both before and after a diagnosis of pancreatic cancer, including: Search for suspected areas of cancer Learn to cancer © What point the cancer may
have spread to help determine if the treatment is working Find signs of cancer returning after the treatment Computerised tomography (TAC) CT makes detailed transverse images of your body. Computerised tomographs are often used to diagnose pancreatic cancer because they can show the pancreatic cancer fairly clearly. They can also © help to
show if the cancer has spread to the bodies close to the pancreas, as well as to the lymphatic and distant atoms. A CAT scan may to determine whether surgery can be a good treatment option. If your doctor thinks you may have pancreatic cancer, you may obtain a special type of CT known as multiphase CT or pancreatic protocol CT. pancreatic.in
this test, different sets of computerized tomographies are taken for several minutes after obtaining an injection of an intravenous contrast (IV). TAC-guided needle biopsia: TAC©-guided needle biopsia can also be used to guide a biopsia needle to a suspected pancreatic tumor. But if a needle biopsy is required, most pedi©men prefer to use endopic
ultrasounds (described below) to guide the needle in its place. Magnetic Resonence (MRI) Magnetic scans use radio© waves and strong substances instead of X©rays to make detailed images of parts of your body. Most © prefer to look at the camera with computerized ct scans, but also © resonant can be made a ©. Special types of magnetic
resonance examinations can© also© be used in people who may have pancreatic cancer or who are at high risk: cholangiopancreatography (MRCP), which can be used to look at the pancreatic and biliary canals, is© described below in the section on cholangiopancreatography. MRI angiography (MRA), which analyzes blood vessels, is © mentioned
below in the section on angiography. Ultrasound (US) tests use sound waves to create images of albums such as the camera. The two most used types for cancer of the body are: Abdominal ultrasounds: If it is not clear what may be causing abdominal symptoms to a person, this may be the first test done because it is © easy to do and does not expose
a person to the radiation. But if the signs and symptoms are more likely to be caused by pancreatic cancer, a computerized tomography is © more useful. Endogenetic Ultrasound (EUS): This test is © more accurate than the Us abdominals and can be very useful in the diagnotic of pancreatic cancer. This test is © done with a small American probe at
the tip of an endophone, which is © a thin and flexible tube© that the doctors to look inside the digestive tract and to get biopsy samples from a tumor. Cholangiopancreatography this is © an imaging test that analyzes the pancreatic canals and bile ducts to see if they are blocked, narrowed, or dilated. These tests can help show if someone © may
have a pancreatic tumor that is blocking a So do they. © m can be used to help plan the surgery. The test can be done in different ways, each of which has both sides. For this test, an endoscope (a thin, flexable tube with a small window at the end) © passed down the throat, through © It's esophagus and stomach, and the first part of the small
intestine. The mother © dic can see through © is endoscope to find the Vater ampoule (where the common bile duct empties in the small intestine). It's Rayna160; X-rays taken at this time may show narrowing or blocking in these ducts which may be due to pancreatic cancer. The mother © do this test can put a small brush in the tube to remove dog
© Cells for a biopsy or place a stent (small tube) in a bile or pancreatic duct to keep it open if a nearby tumor is pressing on it. Magnificent resonance cholangioencephalography © tics (MRCP): This is © a non-invasive way of seeing pancreatic and biliary channels using the same type of music used for magnanimous resonance examinations ©
Standard practice. Unlike ERCP, it does not need an infusion of a contrast dye. As this test did not © invasive, the mother © dices often use MRCP if the prop © Just look at the pancreatic and bile ducts. But this test can be used to get biopsy samples of tumors or to put stents in ducts. Transhepatic Colangigraphy Percutaneous (PTC): In this
procedure, the hand © the doctor places a thin, hollow needle in the skin of the belly and in a bile channel inside the car. A contrast contrast contrast © So injected through © Needle s, and X-rays are taken as it passes through © B and pancreatic channels. As with ERCP, this approach also © m can be used to collect samples of fluid or tissue or to
place a stent in a pipeline to help keep it open. Because © more invasive (and may cause more pain), PTC not © usually used unless ERCP has already been tried or Hahn t be done for some reason. Positron emission tomography (PET) for a PET tomography, is injected with a slightly radioactive to the ratio, which collects collects in cancer© cells. A
special camera is © used to create an image of radioactivity particles in the body. This test © sometimes used to search for propagation from exotic pancreatic dogs. PET/CT scan: Special machines can do a PET and CT tomography at the same time. This allows the doctor© to compare higher-radioactivity areaes on PET tomography with the most
detailed aparity of this area on tomography. This test can help determine the (extension) phase of cancer. It can be especially useful to detect cancer that has© spread to besides the trees and would not allow the surgery to treat it. Angiography this © an X-ray test that analyzes blood vessels. A small amount of contrast is © injected into an art©shop
to outline the blood vessels, and then the x©rays are taken. An angiogram a can show whether blood flow in a certain area is © blocked by a tumor. It © also show abnormal blood vessels (feeding the dog) in the area. This assay may be useful to find out if a pancreatic cancer has grown through© the walls of certain blood vessels. Mostly, it helps
surgeons decide whether the dog can be removed completely without damaging vital blood vessels, and also© can help them© plan the operation©. Usually the catheter © placed in an © on your inner thigh and tied © the feet. A local © satic area © often used to anesthetize the area before inserting the catheter. Once the catheter is in place, the
dye is © injected to delineate all vessels while the x-rays are being taken. Angiography can also © with a CT scanner (CT angiography) or a magno©matic resonance scanner (MR angiography). These techniques © used more often because they can give the same information without the from a catheter in the artwork © Laugh. You may still need an
intravenous line so that a dye contrast can be injected into the bloodstream during the image. Blood tests Various types of blood tests be used to help diagnose the pancreatic cancer or to help determine treatment options if it is found. Liver function tests: Jaundice (yellowing of skin and eyes) © often one of the first signs of pancreatic cancer. The
mom's © dices usually make blood analysis to evaluate liver function in people with jaundice to help determine their cause. Certain blood tests can look at levels of different types of bilirubin (a chemical made by the cattle) and can help determine whether a patient's jaundice should be caused by illness in the own or by a block of bile flow (from a
vesula, a tumor or another disease). Tumour markers: Tumour markers are substances that can be found in the blood when a person has cancer. Tumour markers that may be useful in pancreatic cancer are CA 199 Antigua © No Carcinoembryonic (CEA), which is not © used as often as CA 199 None of these tests of tumour markers © I need enough
to say for sure if anyone © I have pancreatic cancer. The levels of these tumour markers are not high in all people with pancreatic cancer, and some people who do not have pancreatic cancer may have high levels of these markers for other reasons. Still, these tests may be useful, along with other tests, to find out if anyone © Don't worry. In people
already known for having pancreatic cancer and having elevated levels of CA19-9 or CEA, these levels can be measured over time t o help determine the proper functioning of the treatment. If all the cancer has been removed, these tests also © m can be done to look for signs that the cancer may be coming back. Other blood tests: Other tests, such as
a CBC or a chem panel, can help evaluate the general health of a person@info: renal function and bone marrow. These tests can help determine whether they Support the stress of a large operation. Biopsia Person at olive and the results of image tests can suggest pancreatic caps, but usually the only way to be sure is to remove a small tumor sample
and look under under under Microscope. This procedure is © called a biopsy. Biopsy can be done in different ways. Percutaneous biopsy (via © Skin S): For this test, a hand © dic inserts a thin and hollow needle through © skin on the abd o men and pancreas to remove a small piece of tumor. This is © known as a thin needle aspiration (FONA). The
mother © or guide the needle to the site using ultrasound or tomography images. endoscopic biopsy: The hands © dices also © m can biopsy a tumor during an endoscopy. The mother © dic passes through an endoscope (a thin, flexable tube with a small window at the end) through the throat and into the small intestine near the pier. At this point,
the mother © dic may use endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) to pass a needle into the tumor or endoscopic colingiotherpancreatograph (ERCP) to place a brush to remove a dog © bile or pancreatic duct squids. Surgical biopsy: Surgical biopsies are now done less frequently than in the past. They can be useful if the surgeon is concerned the cancer has
spread hello © m of the pancreas and want to look (and possibly biopsy) other organs in the abdomen. The most common way to do a surgery biopsy © use laparoscopy (sometimes called keyhole surgery). The surgeon can look at the pancreas and other organs for tumors and take samples of biopsy of abnormal areas. Some people may not need a
biopsy Rarely, the mother © or can't do a biopsy on someone © m that has a tumor in the pancreas if imaging tests show that the tumor © very likely to be cancer and if it looks like surgery can remove all that. Instead, the mother © I will continue with the surgery, in which the dogs © Tumor cells can be examined in the laboratory to confirm
diagnosis. During surgery, if the mother © to discover that the cancer has spread too far to be completely removed, only a sample of the cancer can be removed to confirm the diagnosis, and the of the planned operation will be interrupted. If treatment (such as chemotherapy or radiation) is planned before surgery, it is necessary to make a first biopsy
first of diagnosis. Laboratory tests of biopsy samples The samples taken during a biopsy (or during surgery) are sent to a lab or lab at the same time, where only under a microscope are analysed to see if they contain © cancer-gen squid. If the cancer is found, other tests can be done as well. © m. For example, tests can be done to see if dogs ©
Cancer-genated cells have mutations (changes) in certain genes, such as BRCA1 or BRCA2 genes. This may affect the possibility that certain specific therapy medicines may be useful as part of the treatment. See Biopsy and Espan Testing © Cytology summits for Cancer to learn more about different types of biopsies, such as biopsy samples are tested
in the laboratory, and what the results will tell you. © th and test If you do not engage with pancreatic cancer, your mother © dic may suggest that you talk to a genetic counselor © c to determine whether you can benefit from genetic testing © Ethics. Some people with pancreatic cancer mutate gencies © practices (such as BRCA mutations) in all
dogs © Your body cells, which puts you at greater risk of pancreatic cancer (and possibly other cancer). Tests for these gene mutations © Sometimes practices can affect which treatments can be helpful. Also © m may affect if other family members should consider gene therapy © tics and tests also © m. For more information on gene tests © tics,
see Genoa © Ethics and cancer. Cancer.
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